"Closets Are for Clothes: Being Black in LGBT America" by Juan Battle, C.U.N.Y.

This public talk will discuss results from the Social Justice Sexuality Project - one of the largest ever national surveys of Black, Latina/o, and Asian and Pacific Islander, and multiracial lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender (LGBT) people. With over 5,000 respondents, this talk will focus on data from the Black American sample.

February 24th 6:00-8:00pm JH103

"Fighting for Immigrant Rights in WI" by Christine Neumann Ortiz, Voces de la Frontera

Christine Neumann Ortiz has been at the forefront of the Immigrant rights struggle in Milwaukee and the state of Wisconsin. Ortiz will talk about where we are in the struggle for justice for undocumented immigrants.

March 15th 12:00-1:00pm AMU 227

"Elaine Richardson: One Woman Show"

"PHD to Ph.D: How Education Saved My Life" offers a glimpse into the life of Dr. Elaine Richardson and her journey as a young Black woman to healing and recovery from a life of trauma through the 1960's and 1980's ghettos of Cleveland, Ohio, to inventing a life for herself in the halls of the university.

March 3rd 4:00-6:00pm AMU Ballroom

*Sponsored by the Office of the Associate Provost for Diversity and Inclusion and the Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL)

"Feminist Perspectives on Justice In/For Palestine"

by Dr. Rabab Abdulhadi (SFSU) and Dr. Simona Sharoni (SUNY Plattsburgh)

Dr. Rabab Abdulhadi and Dr. Simona Sharoni met over twenty five years ago and have collaborated over the years on multiple scholarly and activist projects. Aside from sharing a life commitment to the struggle of peace with justice in Palestine and Israel, these two prominent feminist scholars have made contributions to other struggles for social justice.

April 11th 5:30-7:30pm Beaumier Suites BC